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Can You Hear Me Now? Installing an aircraft intercom system Greg Laslo Photography by Jim Koepnick



T



here’s nothing like sharing the joy of aviation by screaming at your passenger over the roar of the aircraft engine. It’s enough to make you want to stay at home to savor the quiet with a nice cup of tea. Who knows, maybe that’s what ATC is hoping you’ll do,
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given the number of radio calls pilots miss. A noisy cockpit is not only uncomfortable, but also unsafe. High noise levels lead to fatigue and stress. And if one of those missed radio calls was a warning about traffic, the danger level increases. The



logical solution, of course, is to install an intercom in your airplane, and a permanent one gives you all the convenience of a portable box with more of a shipshape look and possibly more features. Be advised, though, that there is some electrical work involved.



You’ll need to spend some quality time with a wiring diagram to ensure the whole contraption doesn’t go tilt. But by learning some of the installation options, the installation procedures, and the final-test checks, you should be able to complete the installation without a problem.



Installation Options Intercoms are either stereo or mono, which is noteworthy mainly as a reminder to know which yours is, and whether you have to do anything to it to get the output you want. For example, many stereo units have the “stereo” mode as the default setting, but some require you to flip a jumper switch on the logic board to get stereo performance. Some even let you determine who gets to listen in stereo—the pilot, the passengers, everybody, or nobody. Just make sure you install stereo jacks for the headsets to plug into, or you’ll be flipping switches all day with no results. On a more serious note, some intercom units will be damaged if you use a mono headset on a stereo intercom, so measure twice and cut once. There are three kinds of intercom installations, based on the style of intercom box you select. In the first, the intercom itself gets mounted behind the panel. In the second, only a remote switch is mounted behind the panel, and the box is mounted somewhere behind the panel or on the firewall. The third is an audio panel with intercom. Installing one of these by yourself—really, installing any highend elements in an avionics stack— can void the manufacturer’s warranty. If you’re having an avionics shop do the major avionics work on your airplane, you’ll probably want it to take care of the intercom installation as well. At the heart of any intercom installation is the question of who gets to talk on the radio. Typically, the pilot has priority. That means EAA Sport Aviation
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craft & technique whenever he keys the microphone to talk over the radio, the intercom stops working until he’s done. Music and conversation also stops whenever the radio receives a transmission from ATC or another airplane. Along those lines, intercoms are designed to be fail-safe—that is, if the unit fails, the pilot and crew can still transmit over the radio on bypassing circuits. In most cases, the intercoms are designed to allow the pilot to override a copilot, which means anything the pilot says steps on the copilot’s transmissions. However, some intercom systems are designed to allow the pilot and copilot to talk on different radios at the same time, and others offer “crew isolate,” which means the front-seaters can talk to each other, the back-seaters can talk to each other or listen to music, but unless a switch is thrown never the twain shall meet. Doing anything other than a pilot-priority operation generally



requires tinkering with the guts of the box or installing a second unit altogether. If that’s what you’re looking for, consult individual users’ guides, the manufacturer, or an avionics shop for specific directions on how to make your installation work.



power and the headset jacks. You can have an avionics shop do this, or the intercom manufacturer, if it does such things, or you can do it yourself. You’ll need the unit’s wiring diagram and some patience if you’re going to tackle the project, to know what goes where.



Installation Technique



At the heart of any intercom installation is the question of who gets to talk on the radio.



A four-place intercom can have as many as eight occupant connections, including headphones and microphones for all four passengers. In addition, it needs push-to-talk switches, audio inputs, aircraft radio and mic connections, power, and ground leads. For this many connections, you’ll need a multi-pin connector, such as a 25-pin sub-D connector, 24-pin Molex connector, eight-pin inline housing, or whatever other industrial connector your unit’s manufacturer specifies. All of your wiring should be 24 gauge, except power and ground, which should be at least 22 gauge.



Locate your intercom on a spot in the panel that’s convenient to the pilot, and drill your mounting and control holes in the instrument panel. Stick the intercom through the holes, mount the faceplate to secure the unit, and reinstall the squelch and volume knobs. You’ll need a wiring harness to attach the unit to the aircraft’s
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Make sure neither the intercom or push-to-talk ground wires are wrapped up in a bundle with those connected to equipment, including inverters or fans, or you’ll get noise in the system. Refer to chapter two of AC 43.13-2A Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices – Aircraft Alterations for more information about interference. Terminate all your ground or shield connections at the same point at the connector, and install a fuse onto the power wire. Check with the manufacturer for the proper amperage. Use shielded wire on microphone and headphone connections to reduce interference. Connect the power supply from the common power buss to the appropriate connector pin location, and the ground pin to a common ground position. The box will have you bring the audio and mic signal from the radio into the connector, and the box will split it into the outputs for copilot and passenger jacks. The exact pin placements and wire connections will depend a lot on the specific model of your intercom, but in general the pilot headphone connector is, electrically speaking, between the intercom and the radio audio, and the pilot microphone jack is between the handheld mic jack from the radio and the “pilot mic” connector on the intercom. The pilot’s PTT connects to the handheld jack and the intercom ground. That’s different from the copilot’s PTT switch, which runs between the intercom box and its ground, and in some cases, the necessary pilot headphone, mic, and PTT connections are all handled inside the black box, which can simplify the installation. If you’ll be using portable PTT switches for whatever reason, several of the manufacturers recommend installing a separate jack for them, instead of plugging the switch into the pilot’s headphone jack, and the headphones into the PTT in-line jack. Mount the headset jacks in a spot EAA Sport Aviation
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craft & technique where the plugs won’t interfere with any other component—remember it expands when the plugs are inserted, so watch out for tight fits. Drill a 3/8-inch hole for the headphone jack and a 1/2-inch hole for the mic jack. Insert the jack through the hole from the back, with a shoulder washer between the jack and the support surface. From the other side, install a plastic insulating washer, a flat metal washer, and the retaining nut. If your airplane is a “high noise environment,” that is, it’s an open-cockpit airplane, a warbird, or some other beast with a big, loud engine, you can often turn



Test the intercom to make sure it works from every position; then make sure it doesn’t interfere with other systems. Shut the unit off and see if any other avionics, radios, or electronics are affected.
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up the microphone gain with a hidden knob or screw in the intercom’s chassis. Adjust the volume so that you can hear the other passengers and the radio at cruise power settings, but not so high that there’s audible background noise being picked up by the mics. You can use another such knob to adjust the input level of portable electronic devices, such as CD, tape, or MP3 players. With the unit wired in, give it a test run. Turn the aircraft power off, and plug in the pilot, copilot, and any passenger headsets. Turn the power back on, and watch for a transmit signal from the intercom that would indicate a stuck mic or PTT switch. From the pilot’s position, broadcast on a comm channel to make sure the unit transmits properly. Watch to make sure the indicator light, if there is one, changes color during transmission. Test the intercom to make sure it works from every position; then make sure it doesn’t interfere with other systems. Shut the unit off and see if any other avionics, radios, or electronics are affected. If you’re hearing extraneous noise, you might have to repack some wires to get them away from other electrical fields. Whether you install one for the added safety and convenience of communication with the rest of your “crew,” or to provide a relaxed, comfortable, musicfilled airborne environment during your cross-country travels, an on-board intercom system makes flying quieter, more enjoyable, and safer. By following the manufacturer’s instructions, exercising some patience, and keeping the back side of your panel neat and organized, you’ll be announcing that the captain is speaking in no time at all. 102
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